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All spaces are assumed Hausdorff.
Theorem 1. If n(co*) > c, then the ultrasequentiality and ultra-Frechet-Urysohn
property coincide, respectively, with the sequentiality and the Frechet-Urysohn
property.
n(X) denotes the Novak number of X, i.e. the smallest power of a family of
nowhere dense sets covering X.
Theorem 2. Arens space is not p — sequential if p is a P-point in co*, on the
other hand this space is an ultra-Frechet-Urysohn space if there are no P-points
in co* (recall also, that in this space there are no convergent sequences).
Example [ 0 ] - There exists a non-sequential compact space which is p-FrechetUrysohn for some p e co*.
0. In 1968 M. Katetov [ l ] introduced the notion of an 9r-limit point, namely t
Let 9r be a filter on co. A point x in a space X is called an /^"-limit point of a subset
A if there exists a sequence {an: neco} c A such that {n eco: ane Ox] e 9r for every
neighborhood Ox of x.
It is evident, that if ^ is a Frechet filter, i.e the filter of cofinite subsets of co, then
an ^"-limit point is the usual limit of some convergent sequence, lying in the
corresponding suset. So, the notion of an ^-limit point is the generalization of the
notion of a limit of a sequence.
The notions of ^"-sequentiality and ^"-Frechet-Urysohn property are also quite
natural, namely:
A space X is called ^-Frechet-Urysohn if every limit point of an arbitrary subset
AcXis
the 9r-\\m\l for this subset.
A space X is called /^"-sequential if a subset A c l i s closed iff there exists no
^"-limit point for this subset in X \ A.
In case 9* is an ultrafilter p, the notion of p-sequentiality is due to A. P. Kombarov
[2] and the notion of p-Frechet-Urysohn is due to I. Savchenko and V. I. Ponomarev.
*) Veshnjakovskaya 19-255, Moskva, SSSR
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I. When studying these notions it is useful to waive completely the indexation of
points of a space by elements of another set.
Let Tbe any infinite discrete space, let /?Tbe its Stone-Cech compactification or the
space of all ultrafilters on T. For A g Tlet A* = [A]pT\ T. Recall that the sets A*
are the only clopen sets in T* and that they form the base of this space.
By the type of an ultrafilter f on T we understand the set 5"(<i;) of all ultrafilters
on T received from £ by means of various bijections T onto itself. It is evident, that
the type of an ultrafilter of dispersion character m has the power not greater than
|T|m. In particular, for a countable set Tthe type of any free ultrafilter has the power
of continuum.
There exists a canonic one-to-one correspondence between the free filters $F on T
and the non-empty subsets F of T*, namely:
&++F = f|{V*: Ve &} <-> f

= {A s T: A* =2 F} .

The corresponding set F will be denoted F(3F).
Let X be a topological space, Y c X, x e X. Let !F(x) denote the filter of neighborhoods of x in X, and let ^(x)jYdenote the family {Vn Y: Ve ^(x)}. It is clear,
that x e [ y ] iff 2F(x)\Ydoes not contain the empty set, in this case 2F(x)\Yv$> a filter.
Now we can formulate the criteria corresponding to the definitions given above.
In the sequel we shall consider only ultrafilters on countable sets. Let T be an
infinite countable set, p be any free ultrafilter on it and &~(p) be the type of this
ultrafilter.
1. A point x is the p-limit point of Y a X iff there exists T c ysuch that the set
F(^(x)\Y) contains an ultrafilter of the type 3T(p).
2. A space X is p-sequential if for every non-closed subset Y there exists T cz Y
such that the set \J{F(^(x)lT: x e [T] \ T\ contains an ultrafilter of the type ZT(p).
A space is called ultra-Frechet-Urysohn if it is p-Frechet-Urysohn for every
pe co*.
4. A space is ultra-Frechet-Urysohn if for every x e [ y ] \ Y there exists a subset
T c= ysuch that the set F(^(x)JT) contains ultrafilters of all types.
A space is called ultrasequential if it is p - sequential for every p e co*.
5. A space is ultrasequential if for every non-closed subset Y there exists a subset
T <= ysuch that the set \J{F{&(x)\T): x e [T] \ T} contains ultrafilters of all types.
II. The proofs of theorems 1, 2 and the construction of the example.
Let F be a non-emply closed subset of co*, co u {F} be the factor-space received
from this space by identifying F with the point {F}.
Let Int be the interior operator on co*.
Proposition. There is a convergent sequence in the space co u {F} iff Int F =t= 0;
the space co u {F} is Frechet-Urysohn iffF= [Int F].
This is known (see [3]).
It is not hard to prove that it n(co*) > c and $ is a family of closed subsets of co*>
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\S\ = c and \JS contains ultrafilters of all types, then there exists FeS such that
IntF + 0([4]).
Next we show how this proposition implies theorem 1.
Let X be a HausdorflF ultrasequential space, y not closed in X. One can assume,
that \Y\ = K0. If X is a Hausdorff P-sequential space for some peco*, then the
closure of any countable subset of X has the power not greater than c. So, | [ y ] \ Y\ S
then Fx is a non-empty closed subset
= c. For x e [ y ] \ Y let Fx = F(#'(x)/y),
of y* (when using the asterisk above y t h i s space is considered with the discrete
topology). According to the criterion of ultrasequentiality (see criterion 5 above)
the set U { ^ - x e [?] N Y} contains ultrafilters of all types, hence (see the previous
item) there exists x 0 e [ y ] \ Y such that Int Fxo 4= 0. The Proposition implies the
existence of a sequence in Y convergent to x 0 . But this means that X is sequential.
The proof of the fact that the properties of ultra-Frechet-Urysohn and FrechetUrysohn are equivalent under the assumption n(co*) > c, is analogous and even
simpler.
The proof of theorem 2.
Let X = (o u {*} be Arens space (see, for example, [5, chapter 1]). It is easy to
see that the set F = F(«^(*)/co) (where «^(*) is the filter of all neighborhoods of *)
can be expressed as F = [ U ^ ] x U^> where $0 is a infinite countable disjoint
family of non-empty clopen subsets of co*. As it is easy to see, for any two such
subsets FUF2 there exists a bijection (p12:a><r+co such that the map-extension
(p12: /?ax->/to> translates Fx onto F2. Furthermore, the family of all such subsets
covers ay*, if there are no P-points in a>*, and hence every such subset contains
ultrafilters of all types. Thus from all this it follows that Arens space is ultra-FrechetUrysohn, if there are no P-points in co* (see also [4]). Now let us note that there are
no convergent sequences in Arens space.
Corollary. The statement about the property
Arens space does not depend on ZFC.

of ultra-Frechet-Urysohn

for

In fact, it is easy to prove that the set F (see above) does not contain any P-point,
hence if there exist P-points in o*, then Arens space is not ultra-Frechet-Urysohn.
Now it remains to combine our theorem 2 with the statement that there need not
be P-points in co* (S. Shelah, see, for example [6]).
We start now to construct the example.
Recall that 0 denotes the set-theoretic assumption which is equivalent to the
conjunction of CH and the following assumption:
•J-. There exist a set {Xa: a e CBJ of countable limit ordinals and a family {Sa:
a e coj of countable subsets of cot such that Sa c Aa, Sup Sa = Aa for every ae co±
and every uncountable subset of co1 contains some Sa.
Our construction is completely analogous to Ostaszewski's construction of a nonsequential compact space of countable tightness [7] (see also V. V. Fedorchuk [8]).
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Under the assumption of CH all infinite countable subsets of (ot can be enumerated
by countable ordinals: {aa: ocecoj] and moreover in such a way that aa g Aa for
every a e (ox.
We shall define a locally compact topology T on cou in which every initial segment
[0, 0) is open, [5 a ] = a^ \Xa for every a e ^ . Remaining properties of T will be
established in the sequel.
Let all points of A0 be isolated. Now define the topology in the points of the set
Xt \ A0. As this step is completely analogous to the general step we describe the general
one.
Thus, suppose that a topology Ta on Xa is already defined and satisfies the above
conditions. Let s/a = {ap: ft < a and ap is not contained in any compact subspace
of (Xa, Ta)}. Hence, the family of compact subspaces of (Xa, (oa) generates on every
a e s/a a proper ideal Ja(d) with a countable base. Let us suppose that for every
a e s4a a bijection <pa: a <-> (o is fixed such that the ideal Ja on (o, generated by the
family \J{(pa(Sa(a)): a e sta} is proper. It has, of course, a countable base.
To make the next step of our construction, define the topology in points of Xa+1 \ ka.
As 5 a Q Aa and Sup Sa = ka, hence Sa is not contained in any compact subspace
of (Xa, Ta). It is easy to see that there exists a discrete family Sfa of compact subspaces
in (Xa, za), every one of which contains some points of Sa. Now divide this family
into countably many disjoint subfamilies indexed by the points of Xa+1\Xa, i.e.
^ a = S { ^ : { e A a + 1 \ A a } . Let the family {({<?} u (^(jf^A)):
A c jrz,
\A\<
< K0} be the base of neighborhoods for the point f e Xa+1 \Xa. It is evident, that
a locally compact topology Ta+1 on Xa+1 satisfying the above inductive conditions
is defined.
It is easy to notice that the family Sfa can be divided into subfamilies j f € in many
ways. Our idea is to do it in such a way that the main inductive assumption is preserved, i.e. the ideal Ja+1 on (ot, generated by the family \J{<pa(S<x+i(a))- a e ^*+i}
must be proper. We omit the bulky proof of the fact that this is really possible.
As a result of the described transfinite process a topology T on (ox is defined. Let
X* = (cox u {*}, T*) be Aleksandroff's compactification of the space (<col9 T).
1. This compact space X* can be made nonsequential, namely, there are no
sequences convergent to * in it. We have especially omitted this moment when
describing the construction in order to make its main idea more explicit. As in the
original papers of V. V. Fedorchuk [8] and A. Ostaszewski [7] the space (cou T)
can be made countably compact and hence X* will be nonsequential.
2. X* is a p-Frechet-Urysohn space for some ultrafilter p e co*. In fact, it is easy
to see, that the ideal J = \J{Ja: a e c ^ } on (o is proper, hence the dual family
g? = {cot \ T: Te J} is a filter. Let * e [M], where M cz cou If M is uncountable,
then M contains some 5 a and hence * e [S a ]. Therefore, one can assume that M
is countable, and hence, M = aa for some a e (ou It is clear that aae sta+1 and hence
on the a-th step of the transfinite process the bijection <pax: aa<->a> was defined such
that... (see above). It follows that the ideal on aa generated by the family of compact
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subspaces of (col9 T), "transferred" on co by the bijection <pfla, is contained in */.
Hence, the filter of traces on aa of neighborhoods of the point *, is also contained
in ^ . From all this it follows that X* is p-Frechet-Urysohn for any ultrafilter p
dominating 2F.
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